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Historical perspective

1970s: Construction claims spiraled, industry got a black eye

1974: US National Committee on Tunneling Technology

“Better Contracting for Underground Construction”

1984: US National Committee on Tunneling Technology

“Geotechnical Site Investigations for Underground Projects”

“Should spend at least 1% and up to 3% of the construction 
value on exploration”

1989-1991: Underground Technology Research Council (UTRC)

1989: Silver book – “Avoiding and Resolving Disputes in 
Underground Construction”

1991: Maroon book – “Avoiding and Resolving Disputes in 
Construction”

• Differing Site Conditions Clause

• Geotechnical Baseline Report

• Escrow Bid Documentation

• Dispute Review Board
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Historical perspective (cont’d)

1996: Construction Dispute Review Board Manual

1997: GBRs for Underground Construction (Yellow Book)

2007: GBRs for Construction (2nd Edition) “Gold Book”

20XX: GBRs for Construction (3rd Edition)



Assessing geotechnical risk



• Regulatory/Permitting

• Design/Operational

• Financial/Commercial/Contractual

• Site Access/Logistics

• Construction

• Environmental

• Health/Safety/Security

Types of risk for an underground project

Geotechnical conditions can affect every risk category



Base Cost 
Assumptions

Cost to MitigateProbability
Consequences

Mitigation StrategiesRisk Identification

Events

Risk assessment process

A GBR is a mitigation strategy



Surface vs subsurface construction 
Risk sharing vs risk shedding

Risk sharing philosophy
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Surface vs. subsurface construction

Surface Works

Complicated construction

Simple constraints

Can “work-around” delays

Underground

Repetitive construction

Complicated constraints

Linear = Limited Critical Path

No “work-arounds”

“Beware the velocity of the loss*”

*George Fox – Grow Tunneling

Risks and consequences are different

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/d/d1/Birmingham_Super_Hospital_under_construction.jpg
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Risk sharing goals

Provide common basis for all bidders

Avoid disputes / resolve quickly

Keep the lawyers out of our business



GBR fundamentals

Why have a GBR?

What is a GBR

How is it used?
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We prepare a Geotechnical Baseline Report to

Describe the anticipated subsurface conditions

Describe how they will influence the construction

Describe how they have influenced the design

Identify the key subsurface risks

Allocate the risks between the contractor and the owner

Describe how to address conditions beyond baselines
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Baseline philosophy

Baselines describe anticipated conditions

Baselines should be a realistic reflection of the available information

Assume the baseline is a “line in the sand”

Can set provisional sums for potential conditions outside the 
baseline

Within the baselines Beyond the baselines

Contractor’s Risk Owner’s Risk
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Provisional Sum Example 1

Groundwater inflows to large TBM excavation

• How much groundwater is expected to flow into the tunnel?

• 50 l/s? 100 l/s? 200 l/s? 400 l/s?

• Large price impact if GBR sets baseline at 30 vs 300

• Can set the GBR baseline at lower level (say 50 l/s)

• Then ask the bidders to fill in the following chart:

Amount of 

inflows (at portal)

Additional 

Cost, $/shift

Additional Delay, 

hours/day

51 – 100 l/s

101 – 200 l/s

201 – 300 l/s

301- 400 l/s
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Physical and behavioral baselines

Physical baselines

Properties and strength characteristics - independent of 
construction means and methods

Behavioral baselines

How the ground reacts to excavation processes
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Physical baselines

Soils
Clays, silts, sands and gravels

Strength, c/Φ, KA

Unit weight, water content, grain size             

Atterberg limits

SPT (blow count)

Abrasivity, stickiness potential

Permeability (horizontal and vertical)

Cobbles, boulders, obstructions

Groundwater levels, artesian conditions

Contaminated ground / groundwater
. 

Rocks
Rock types - Sedimentary, Igneous, 

Metamorphic

Strength - UCS, BTS, Point load, Punch 

penetration

Mineralogy - Grain size, shape, interlock

Boreability: DRI, CLI, Cerchar Abrasivity

Stickiness potential (claystones – beware of 

current vs future water contents)

Rock Mass Defects - Joints, fractures, faults, 

shears, weathering, alteration

Permeability, Gas, Contamination
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Behavioral baselines

How the ground will react to the 
excavation process

Soil tunnels: Tunnelman’s classification 
(firm, raveling, running, flowing, 
squeezing)

Rock tunnels: blocky, blocky and 
seamy, cutterhead plucking, slaking, 
swelling, stress-related spalling and 
slabbing 

Open/pressurized 

face shields

SEM/NATM

Rock TBMs

Drill and blast
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Hard rock tunneling:
How the rock fabric affects rock cutting action

Rock structure does 
not influence 
boring

Cutter

Rock 
structure 
parallel to 
tunnel face 
enhances 
rock chip 
formation

Cutter

Optimum
chip formed

Disc cutters

Rock structure 
enhances 
boring



Penn Station

70% of all jobs in 

Midtown are 

within walking 

distance of GCT

Grand 

Central 

Terminal
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Impact of rock fabric on boreability

East Side Access Project, NYC

EAST SIDE 

ACCESS

Goal: a one-seat ride to the 

east side of Manhattan 



Impact of rock fabric on boreability

East Side Access

Schist foliation

Faster TBM advance

Slower TBM advance

North
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GBRs for DB and P3 delivery

In traditional DBB, the Owner is responsible for the design

In DB and P3, the Contractor is responsible for the design
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GBR-B

By Owner

GBR-C

By 

Contractor

Design Constraints

Geologic Conditions

Physical Baselines

Design Bases

Means/Methods

Behavioral Baselines

GBRs for DB and P3 delivery
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GBR-C

Ratified by 

Owner

GBR to the 

Contract

Design Constraints

Geologic Conditions

Physical Baselines

Design Bases

Means/Methods

Behavioral Baselines

GBRs for DB and P3 delivery



Lessons learned
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Terms

Avoid ambiguous words, such as “could”, 

“may”, or “might”

if it “might” be encountered, Contractor can 

assume that it won’t 

Avoid qualitative descriptors

“high” groundwater table

“frequent” occurrence of boulders

“occasional” joints

“short” stand-up time

Use quantitative terms where possible that 

can be measured and verified in the field
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Data vs baselines

What if data is not representative?

insufficient borings (number, location)

insufficient testing

non-representative data distribution

uncertainty in between the borings

Previous experience is an excellent baseline

Baselines can / should consider data, 

previous experience, and geologic setting  
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General

Conditions

“Fit” within the Contract

Page-turning consistency check

“3 – C’s”

Clear

Concise

Consistent
Contract Drawings

Payment 

Provisions

GDR
GBR

Technical

Specifications



Case Histories

Metro tunnel in soft ground

Water tunnel in hard rock



Washington DC Subway System –

twin transit tunnels in soft ground



Description

• 1970s - pre GBR timeframe

• DBB delivery

• Full disclosure of data – Full GDR including 

borings and profile showing tunnel outline

• Interpretive Geotechnical Report in the 

Contract

• Over-consolidated clays - the Cretaceous 

Patapsco formation



Description (cont’d)

• Contractor proposed a self-built open face 

shield with a backhoe mining system

• Ground supports were expanded steel sets 

and lagging, followed by cast concrete lining



Contractor’s Position:

1. While mining, the tunnel shield buckled.

2. Tests of clays in the face showed shear strengths greater 

than those in the Contract

3. An analysis showed that the shear strengths prevented the 

use of the shield as a “cookie cutter”

Ground surface

shield

Shear 

resistance of 

clay soils

Steel plate 

penetrating 

normally 

consolidated clay



Contractor’s Position: (cont’d)

1. The clay’s resistance required more thrust, which caused the 

shield to buckle

2. The clays encountered were stronger than indicated in the 

Contract, and cause the shield to buckle – clearly a DSC

3. The clays had higher shear strength than shales on the 

Austin Crosstown Tunnel in Texas – 15 ksf (725 kilopascals)



Owner’s Position:

1. The shear strength parameter was not used in the design 

of the shield

2. The shield was flimsy – the construction did not include a 

single complete structural ring in the shield manufacture

3. The shield failed at the interface of the top and bottom half 

constructions

4. The shield would have buckled even if the clay shear 

strengths were within the strengths indicated in the 

Contract

5. The Contractor’s analysis of clay resistance was performed 

“after the fact” during the claim defense, not during bidding, 

shield design, or shield manufacture

6. The claim has no merit 



Resolution:

1. The claim was presented before the Army Corps of Engineers 

Board of Contract Appeals 

2. One judge heard facts and expert testimony as well as cross 

examination

3. A full transcript was reviewed by two additional judges 

4. The three judges rendered a group decision

5. Findings: 

• The clays encountered were notably stronger than indicated in 

the Contract

• The Contractor could not demonstrate that it relied on or 

otherwise considered the clay strength in preparing its bid.

• The shield analysis, while compelling, was post bid

• The clay strength was immaterial because there was no 

reliance demonstrated at time of bid.

• The Contractor’s claim was denied.



Water Tunnel
under a park



Description

• 2 km water tunnel to be excavated beneath sensitive 

park

• D&B excavation was precluded because of 

influential property owners

• Despite confirming presence of extremely strong 

bedrock, use of a rock TBM was mandated 



Description (cont’d)

• How strong is extremely strong? 
• Granodiorites – 39,000 psi (270 MPa)

• Adamellites – 39,000 psi (270 MPa)

• Diorites – 43,000 psi (300 MPa)

• Tonalites – 57,700 psi (400 MPa)

• No TBM had ever bored rock 

this strong



Description (cont’d)

• Only 7 borings were drilled – all  

with a skid rig flown in by 

helicopter – no dirt road access



• TBM achieved low penetration rates and 

required numerous cutter changes.

• Issue pertained to the tensile strength of 

the rock, not the UCS

• UCS/BTS: lower ratio = higher toughness

• Tonalites tested up to 69,500 psi (480 

MPa) 

• Adamellites’ high BTS was not anticipated 

Tonalites and adamellites represented a 

DSC 

Contractor’s position



Owner’s Position

• The tonalites were brittle and cut easily, despite the 

high UCS values – therefore there was no DSC 

because there was no adverse impact to the project

• The higher UCS values were a numerical difference, 

not a material difference (i.e., no adverse impact to the 

project)

• The lower advance rates and higher tooling costs in 

the adamellites were a DSC because of the high 

toughness ratios, owing to the higher than expected 

BTS values



Resolution

• DRB agreed with the Owner’s position and granted a DSC in 

the adamellites only

• Also, there was more adamellite rock encountered than 

indicated in the geologic profile – also a DSC.

• Contractor was awarded additional compensation.

• Key lessons learned:

• When planning for a TBM in strong rock, study more than 

just UCS.  

• Must consider other parameters including BTS, toughness, 

point load indentation (punch penetration), mineralogy, and 

petrology, as well as defect prevalence and orientation

• Insufficient borings can result in misrepresenting the quantity 

of different rock types to be encountered
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Additional reading

ASCE Book Dept.,ISBN 13: 978-0-7844-0930-5

www.amazon.com
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Summary

Underground construction is unique

Different contracting strategies are warranted 

GBR approach not perfect, but it works

Write reasonable baselines and enforce them

Benefit from the many lessons learned…



Thank You!

randall.essex@mottmac.com


